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“The victorious child.”

Thus the cards tell me 
that Einstein succeeded 
in saving the child in 
himself, even when, 

increasingly, he had to 
accept, with a kind of 
nonviolent resistance, 

isolation and even 
punishment rather than 
submit to standardized 

formulations.
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Pauline Koch Einstein
1858 -- 1920

Hermann Einstein
1847 -- 1902





Maja 
Einstein-
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1881-1951

Yes but where are its small wheels?





Aarau, Argau Canton



The Winteler clan:
Marie, Maja Einstein, Paul, Anna, Jost, 

Pauline and Rosa circa 1900 



“Now Einstein, how do the strata run here? From 
below upwards or vice versa?”

“It is pretty much the same to me whichever way 
they run, Professor.”



The Santis
Almost the End of Einstein

Spring, 1896



Clock Towers of Zurich



My love, I do not quite understand a passage in your 
letter. You write that you do not want to correspond with 

me any longer, but why not, sweetheart?

-- Marie Winteler to Albert Einstein,
November 4, 1896



Mileva Maric
1875 -- 1948



Oh my! That Johnnie boy! 
So crazy with desire 

While thinking of his Dollie 
His pillow catches fire



"I'll be so happy and proud when we 
are together and can bring our work 
on relative motion to a successful 
conclusion."

--Albert to Mileva, 1901



American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, New Orleans, 1990





“You girl small and fine 
What should I inscribe for you 
here? 
I could think of many a thing 
Including also a kiss 
On the tiny little mouth.”  



Heinrich 
Friedrich Weber

1843 -- 1912

“I will soon have graced all the 
physicists from the North Sea to the 
southern tip of Italy with my offer.”

-- Albert to Mileva, April 4, 1901



Lake Como
in the Spring







“We were driving now through long galleries, now on 
the open road where there was nothing but snow and 
more snow as far as the eye could see, so that this cold 
white infinity gave me the shivers and I held my 
sweetheart firmly in my arms under the coats and 
shawls with which we were covered.” 



“This Miss Maric is causing me the bitterest 
hours of my life,” 

“Be cheerful, dear Doxerl, and don’t 
worry – you are my dear good 
sweetheart, whatever may happen. I 
am not very satisfied by my theory 
of thermoelectricity.”

“I love her so much and I don’t even 
know her yet…I would like to produce a 
Lieserl myself, it must be so interesting.”  
  





Albert and Mileva, 1903



Kramgasse
Bern



Time was of the essence
in turn of the century Bern





The Olympia 
Academy

Conrad Habicht             Maurice Solovine               Albert Einstein



Michelangelo Besso
1873 -- 1955





Hans Albert, “Albertli,” and Mileva



waves or particles or both?



alive or dead or both?



Imagine



“Newton, forgive me.”

“From now on, space by itself and 
time by itself are doomed to fade 
away into mere shadows, and only 
a kind of union of the two will 
preserve and independent reality.”  
           Hermann Minkowski, 1908 



"I'll be so happy and proud when we 
are together and can bring our work 
on relative motion to a successful 
conclusion."

--Albert to Mileva, 1901







Fritz Adler, Assassin of 
Relativity, 1879 -- 1960



Heinrich Zangger
1874 -- 1957





Erika Schmid-Maeyer 1910-1985



Charles Maeyer, 
1994



Eduard “Tete” Mileva Hans Albert
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First Solvay Congress
Brussels, October 29, 1911



Marie Curie
1867 -- 1934



"You see, I am very 
starved for love and 

would be so overjoyed 
to hear yes, that I 

almost believe wicked 
science is guilty and I 

gladly accept the 
laughter over it."



Elsa Lowenthal
the other woman



“How beautiful it could be if we could sometime 
run a little Gypsy household together.” 

“She is an unfriendly humorless creature who has nothing 
from life herself and smother the joy in life of others 
through her mere presence (malocchio!) [evil eye]”



Vladimir Varicak
1865--1942



Last stand in 
Zurich, 1913

116 Hofstrasse



Fritz Haber
1868 -- 1934



Max Planck
1858 -- 1947







Hans-Albert Einstein
1904 -- 1973



Eduard “Tete” Einstein
1910 -- 1965



“The worst destiny is to have no destiny, 
and also to be the destiny of no one else.”



“I always fare the best with my 
innocuousness, which is up to 20 
percent conscious. This is easily 
attained when you’re indifferent to 
the feelings of your fellow humans – 
but you are never as indifferent to 
them as they deserve.” 





The principle of equivalence says you can’t tell 
gravity from being accelerated.  Einstein realized this 
meant that light would appear to be bent downwards.



1916, the sagging mattress theory of gravity





Einstein’s telescope









“As his mind  knows no limits, so his 
body follows no set rules.

He sleeps until he is awakened; he 
stays awake until he is told to go to 

bed; he will go hungry until he is given 
something to eat; and then he eats until 

he is stopped.”

Janos Plesch







Erwin Finlay Freundlich
1885--1964



“The years of searching in the dark for a 
truth that one feels but cannot express, the 
intense desire and the alternations of 
confidence and understanding are known 
only to him who has himself experienced 
them.”



Arthur Stanley
Eddington
1882 -- 1944

“On the contrary, I 
was trying to think 
of who the others 

could be.”







May 29, 1919



“Dear Mother,
Joyous news 

today.”
Einstein to 

Pauline



“We were the chorus commenting on the decree 
of destiny as disclosed by the development of a 
supreme incident. there was dramatic quality in 

the very staging -- the traditional ceremonial, and 
in the  background the picture of Newton to 

remind us that the greatest of scientific 
generalizations was now, after more than two 

centuries, to receive its first modification.
Nor was the personal interest wanting: a great 

adventure in thought had at length come safe to 
shore.”

Alfred North Whitehead, The Times of London



Eclipse Results Confirm Einstein’s General 
Theory of Relativity, November 9, 1919



On page 6





New York Times, November 10, 1919, page 17





A new giant 
on the world scene



By an application of the theory of 
relativity to the taste of readers, today in 
Germany I am called a German man of 

science and in England I am represented 
as a Swiss Jew. If I come to be regarded as 

a beta noire the description will be 
reversed, and I shall become a Swiss Jew 
for the Germans and a German man of 

science for the English.

-- Albert Einstein, November 28, 1919



Your perseverance in the thought that light must 
travel in a curve around the Sun...is a tremendous 

psychological experience for me. You were so 
certain that this certainty had a violent effect.

-- October 22, 1919



The Black Hole?



The Day After 
Tomorrow?





When Black Holes Collide
September 14, 2015 (Earth time)





“You will notice that there is hardly a better ex-
husband to have than myself. For I am faithful, 
possibly in a different way than a young girl 
dreams of, but still and all faithful and true.” 







Georg Nicolai

“Please destroy this letter...”



Ilse 
Einstein

“If there truly is 
friendship and 
camaraderie 
between two 
beings of different 
types they would 
certainly be my 
feelings for A. I 
have never sensed 
the wish of the 
slightest desire to 
be close to him 
physically.”









Albert

Margot

Elsa



You should not see your future with me, but with a 
person who is 12 years younger than I, but as long as 

you haven’t found him, be happy with me and 
rememer that such an untroubled relationship is the 

highest that can happen to a person

So come soon and be happy.

Albert to Betty Neumann, circa 1923



But I'm an old guy and have to come to terms with 
reality and have to look in the stars for that which is 

forbidden to me on Earth

-- to Betty Neumann, 1924



Margarita Konenkova
1895 -- 1980



Albert and Margarete Lembach 



Albert and Johanna Fantova



Marilyn
1926 -- 1962



"I believe with Schopenhauer that one of the strongest motives that 
lead men to art and science is escape from everyday life with its 
painful crudity and hopeless dreariness, from the fetters of one's 
own ever shifting desires."  
 
 
  

And the moral of the story 
 (which hardly anyone ever concedes) is  

The upper half plans and thinks 
But the lower half determines our Fate 



Einstein 
at Mount Wilson,

home of the
expanding universe

1931



Not a light beam,
Caltech 1931













Einstein and Rosen invent the wormhole, 1935









Einstein and 
Szilard



They didn’t let him near the Bomb





'As far as my experience goes they 
are also no better than other human 
groups, although they are protected 
from the worst cancers by a lack of 
power.

Otherwise I cannot see anything 
“chosen” about them. 

Text

The Jewish People



Hiroshima, Japan, 1945





Oy Vey



Nagasaki, Japan
August 9,1945







One must show respect before God, even if there isn’t 
one.

Watching a big crawl over his paper Einstein realizes that 
the bug has a brain too -- it knows exactly what it wants 

to do.  
You have to respect that.

-- from Johanna Fantova’s diary, 1954



Einstein Chaplin



The Hollywood Conspiracy
City Lights 1931



They cheer me because they all understand me, and 
they cheer you because no one understands you.

-- Charlie Chaplin at the premiere of City Lights, 1931
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Quantum Confusion















If something is in me 
that can be called 
religious, then it is the 
unbounded admiration 
for the structure of the 
world so far as science 
can reveal it. 



Atheists are creatures who -- 
in their grudge against the 
traditional “opium for the 
people” -- cannot bear the 
music of the spheres. 



The problem of God is 
too vast for our limited 
minds. 

The problem of God is too vast 
for our limited minds








